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View from Road 27

Our International Museum Of Astronomy in the desert is a gate to the Chajnantor moun-
tains, symbolizing a gate to the cosmos, and a gate to discovery.
Appearing in the landscape as a signal, it is the place where astronomy amateurs, resear-
chers, and also local population can meet around the same scheme.
Built out of local copper, the IMOA will show the marks of passing time. Its construction by 
stratums of knowledge represents the successive ages part of the Universe history.

Multimedia library
Travel through the observable universe, backward in time: 
from galaxies and large scale structures, towards the Big 
Bang

Entrance hall 
Foucault pendu-
lum: illustration 
that Earth rotates

Life in space: 
how life can emerge in spa-
tial conditions, small expe-
riments, last results about 

e.g. Mars exploration

Parking shielded to avoid 
light contamination + 

departures for excursions

Mars garden: Atacama desert is very similar to Mars landscapes, and has 
become a region for rover testing. IMOA is the occasion of showing some 
of them, explaining their functioning and their results

Travel through the Solar system: 
detailed descriptions of each planet and its satellites 
as well as the close astrophysical objects, mentioning 
their associated probes and results.

Exoplanets

Researchers residences for 
short and long-term visits. 
Some spaces are adapted for e.g. 
summer classes. 12 single occu-
pancy rooms and one 20 people 
occupancy studio

Outside deck for day/night 
observations, sun telescopes 

and couple of radio antennas

Planetarium 
projections (science 
events, movies,..)

real opening on the sky

presentations 

Astronomy techniques along the continuum of the light 
spectrum
from radio waves to X-ray via infra-red, optical and UV astro-
nomical results, detectors and optics descriptions

New astronomies: cosmic rays, 21-cm, neutrinos and gravitational waves detec-
tion. These are very new techniques for observing the sky, but will certainly bring 
crucial informations within the next century to better understand the universe

Laboratories for researchers

Administrative quarters 
Conference room + Offices 

Spaces for experimentation, 
workshops, seminars

Cafeteria and patio for researchers and visitors

Access to outside observatories :
Solar (day), radio (day+night) and optical (night) 

observations

New astronomy
• cosmic rays
• 21 cm
• neutrinos
• gravitational waves

Exhibition
 spaces

From 1st floor towards the mountains

Conference room for 
San Pedro inhabitants 
and researchers

Small cluster of computers 
for daily data analysis

Night scheme

Building  Energy system :  
 using the atmospheric temperature to regulate the intern climate

Day scheme

warm water
is pumped

fresh water
is stocked

air displacement ventilation underground

air displacement ventilation underground

warm water
is stocked

fresh water
is pumped

closed blinds

horizontal Sun blinds

warm water radiates 
through pipes on the roof 
and  becomes fresher

fresh water ta-
kes energy from 
the Sun radiation

1 st floor

2nd floor

3rd floor

Planetarium opens on the real sky and on the terraces

Gravitational lensing WeightlessnessTwo face landscape / two face buildingDoppler effect / framed landscapeFrequency modulation / travel in time

Gate  mountains / San Pedro de Atacama Gate  Earth / sky Gate  tourism / scientists


